Maths Y7 Grammar, sets 1 and 2
1
Number 1

Mastered

2
Number 3

3

Geometry 1

Algebra 1

Construct and develop
properties of 2D and 3D
shapes
Students will require a pencil,
rubber, ruler, protractor and
pair of compasses

Introduction to algebra, using
algebra notation and
substitution into a variety of
functional representations.

Ordering and comparing
Consolidation of methods for
integers (positive and
addition, subtraction,
negative), fractions (including multiplication and division
fractions greater than 1) and
decimals

Interpret, analyse and generate
strategies to solve problems
concerning factors, multiples,
prime numbers, HCF, LCM and
prime factor decomposition

Interpret, analyse and generate
strategies to solve problems
concerning the ordering and
comparison of integers,
fractions and decimals

Interpret, analyse and generate
Interpret, analyse and generate
Interpret, analyse and generate
strategies to solve problems
strategies to solve problems
strategies to solve problems in
concerning addition,
concerning properties of 2D and an algebraic format.
subtraction, multiplication and
3D shapes.
division
Perform long division accurately.

Recall, use, select and apply the
knowledge of factors, multiples,
prime numbers, HCF and LCM
effectively

Recall, use, select and apply the
knowledge of ordering and
comparing integers, fractions
and decimals.
Order a
mix of fractions and decimals
including positive, negative and
fractions greater than 1.

Recall, use, select and apply the
knowledge of addition,
subtraction, multiplication and
division
Solve multiple-step problems
involving any of the four
operations.
Multiplication of decimal
numbers.
Division by a decimal

Recall, use, select and apply the
knowledge of properties of 2D
and 3D shapes
Draw accurate nets for common
3D shapes
Define special triangles and
quadrilaterals.
Construct other shapes using a
ruler, protractor and/or a pair of
compasses.

Decompose a number and
express it as a product of its
prime factors. Identify the
Highest Common Factor or
Lowest Common Multiple of
two or more numbers.

Order a mix of fractions,
decimals including negative
numbers.
Use inequality symbols
correctly.

Accurately perform long
multiplication up to 4 digits x 2
digits
Accurately perform short
division. divide up to a 4 digit
number by a two digit number
Apply the order of operations
(BIDMAS) correctly

Identify and define a factor,
multiple and prime number.
Identify the common factors or
multiples of two or more
numbers.
Understand powers.
Identify square and cube
numbers.

Order positive and negative
integers including decimals.

Multiple, factor, common,
divisible, prime number,
composite number, power,
index, exponent, root, cube,
square

Positive number, negative
number, integer, numerator,
denominator, inequality, greater
than, less than, equal

Secure
Developing
Emerging

Number 2

Identify and use factors,
multiples, prime numbers,
powers and roots.

Detail

Topic

Term

Number 4

Ratio and
Proportion 1

4
Algebra 2

Geometry 2

Number 5

5
Algebra 3

6
Number 6

Geometry 4

Statistics 1

Explore perimeter and area of Understand rounding to a
2D shapes and volume of
specific degree and use this
some 3D shapes
skill to estimate calculations.

Perform and describe
reflections, translations and
rotations on a coordinate grid.

Construct and interpret a
range of statistical charts and
diagrams.
Students will need a pencil,
ruler, protractor and pair of
compasses.

Interpret, analyse and generate
strategies to use and solve
problems involving area and
perimeter of 2D shapes or
volume of a cuboid.

Interpret, analyse and generate
strategies to estimate
calculations by using rounding.

Interpret, analyse and generate
strategies to solve problems
involving translations and
reflections.

Interpret, analyse and generate
strategies to solve problems
involving statistical diagrams
and averages.

Recall, use, select and apply the
knowledge of area and
perimeter of 2D shapes or the
volume of some 3D shapes.

Recall, use, select and apply the
knowledge of rounding and
estimating.

Recall, use, select and apply the
knowledge of translations and
reflections.
Draw and identify the lines y = x,
y = -x and perform reflections in
these lines.
Describe and use a 2D vector as
a translation.

Recall, use, select and apply the
knowledge of statistical
diagrams and averages.

Find the area of a parallelogram.
Find and use the area of a
triangle.
Know and use the formula for
the area of a trapezium.
Calculate the surface area of a
cuboid.
Find the volume of a cuboid
using V = lwh

Approximate any number to a
specified degree of accuracy e.g.
nearest 20, 50, specific decimal
place.
Understand estimating as the
process of finding a rough value
of an answer or calculation by
rounding to one significant
figure.

Describe a translation.
Describe a reflection which uses
one of the axes as a mirror line.
Perform and describe a rotation
using a given angle, direction
and centre of rotation.

Use a table of frequencies to
work out the angles for a pie
chart, where frequency is a

Understanding the connection Understand, describe and use
between fractions and
a ratio
percentages between
quantities.

Describe and use rules for
sequences.

Accurately measure/construct Accurately perform arithmetic with
with a ruler and protractor,
fractions and calculating with
Convert between different
percentages.
units of measurement and
understand and use the angle
sum of a triangle .

Interpret, analyse and generate
strategies to solve problems
involving comparing fractions
and percentages.

Interpret, analyse and generate
strategies to solve problems
involving ratio

Interpret, analyse and generate
strategies to solve problems
involving sequences.

Interpret, analyse and generate
strategies to solve problems
involving measurement,
converting units and angles.

Interpret, analyse and generate strategies to
use and solve problems containing
arithmetic of fractions or using percentages
to make comparisons.

Recall, use, select and apply the Recall, use, select and apply the
knowledge of algebraic notation. knowledge of fractions and
percentages

Recall, use, select and apply the
knowledge of ratio

Recall, use, select and apply the
knowledge of sequences.

Recall, use, select and apply the
knowledge of measurement,
converting units and angles.

Recall, use, select and apply the knowledge
of arithmetic with fractions, calculating with
percentages.
Multiply mixed numbers.
Divide mixed numbers.
Calculate percentage change

Construct triangles with a ruler,
protractor and/or a pair of
compasses.
Classify 3D shapes by key
vocabulary.
Visualise a 3D shape from its
net.

Substitute positive numbers
into expressions and formulae.
Multiply a single term over a
bracket.
Given a function, establish
inputs from given outputs.
Use a mapping
diagram/expression to represent
a function.

Express one quantity as a
fraction of another.
Write a quantity as a percentage
of another.

Find a unit ratio e.g. 1 : n
Divide a ratio into two parts.

Use a term to term rule to
generate a linear/non-linear
sequence

Convert between non-adjacent
metric units e.g. mm-m, gtonnes and vice versa.
Calculate missing angles in
geometrical diagrams.

Add and subtract fractions with the different
Solve two step equations
denominators using equivalent fractions.
(including with brackets) when the
Multiply fractions.
Divide
solution is a whole number or
fractions.
Multiplying a
fraction - showing a methodical
decimal by a decimal.
approach and checking by
Use decimal or fraction equivalents to find a
substitution.
percentage of an amount. Identify and use
the multiplier for a percentage increase or
decrease.

Accurately perform column
addition and subtraction
Recall times tables up to 12 x 12
Perform short division
accurately up to dividing a 3
digit number by a single digit

Identify faces, edges and vertices
of any 3D shape.
Know
and identify parallel and
perpendicular lines and use the
correct notation.
Understand regular polygons
have line and rotation symmetry
Use mathematical language to
describe 2D and 3D shapes.

Know the meaning of
expression, term, formula,
equation and function.
Understand and use basic
algebraic notation .
Use letters to represent variables
and identify terms in an
expression.
Given a function, establish
outputs from given inputs.

Write a fraction in its simplest
form.
Convert between mixed
numbers and top-heavy
fractions.
Understand percentage and
write a percentage as a fraction
in its simplest form.

Describe a ratio in the correct
notation.
State a ratio of measurements in
the same units.
Simplify a ratio to its lowest
terms and also

Convert between units of time
and money.
Convert between adjacent metric
units e.g. mm-cm, cm-m, m-km
and vice versa (using length,
mass and capacity)
Measure accurately with a ruler
and protractor to the nearest
millimetre/degree. Know and
use that angles in a triangle add

Converts between mixed numbers and top
heavy fractions.
Add and subtract fractions with the same
denominators.
Multiplying by a decimal.

Solve one step equations by using Find perimeters of different 2D
inverse operations
shapes.
Recognise that shapes with the
same area can have different
perimeters and vice versa.
Estimate the volume of a cube
or cuboid using appropriate
units.
Find the volume of a cuboid by
counting cubes.

Approximate any number by
rounding (up to 1,000,000)

Perform a translation
Perform a reflection using one
of the axes as a mirror line.

Construct t and interpret
pictograms, bar charts and
tables.
Read values from a line graph.
Understand that pie charts are
used to show proportion.
Draw and measure angles in a
pie chart.
Find the mode, median, mean
and range of a set of data.

Addition, subtraction sum, total,
difference, minus, less, column
addition, column subtraction,
operation, multiply,
multiplication, times, product,
commutative, short
multiplication, long
multiplication, estimate,
division, long division,
remainder, quotient, dividend,
divisor, operation, inverse

protractor, measure, nearest,
construct, sketch, cube, cuboid,
cylinder, pyramid, prism, net,
edge, face, vertex (vertices),
visualise, quadrilateral, square,
rectangle, parallelogram,
trapezium, kite, rhombus, delta,
arrowhead, triangle, scalene,
isosceles, equilateral, circle,
radius, diameter, circumference,
centre, parallel, diagonal

Algebra, expression, term,
formula (formulae), equation,
function, variable, mapping
diagram, input, output,
represent, substitute, evaluate,
like terms, simplify, collect

fractions, improper fraction,
ratio, proportion, compare,
proper fraction, vulgar fractions, comparison, part, simplify,
top-heavy fraction, percentage,
common factor, cancel, lowest
proportion
terms, unit

pattern, sequence, linear, term,
term-to-term rule, ascending,
descending

mixed number, equivalent fraction, simplify,
cancel, lowest terms, proper fraction,
improper fraction, top-heavy fraction, vulgar
fraction, percent, percentage, multiplier,
increase, decrease

algebra, algebraic, algebraically,
unknown, equation, operation,
solve, solution, brackets, symbol,
substitute

approximate, round, decimal
place, check, solution, answer,
estimate, order of magnitude,
accurate, accuracy, significant
figure, cancel, inverse, operation

2-D, grid, axis, axes, x-axis, yaxis, origin, quadrant, (cartesian)
coordinates, point, translation,
reflection, transformation,
rotation, object, image,
congruent, congruence, vector,
centre of rotation

data, scale, axis, axes, graph,
frequency, time graph, time
series, line graph, pie chart,
sector, angle, protractor,
degrees, maximum, minimum,
categorical data, discrete data,
pictogram, symbol, key,
frequency table, tally, bar chart,
bar-line graph, vertical line chart,

KM: Cra zy ca ncel l i ng,
s i l l y s i mpl i fyi ng

KM: Ma ths to Infi ni ty:
Sequences

Find the term to term rule for
any sequence including nonnumerical sequences.

Finding a methodical approach
to solving linear equations.

Geometry 3

Interpret, analyse and generate
strategies to solve problems
involving solving equations.

Recall, use, select and apply the
knowledge of solving linear
equations.
Solve three-step equations
(including brackets)

factor of 360 o.
Use the mean to find a missing
number in a data set.
Calculate the mode, median and
mean from a frequency table.

Resource
Links

Keywords

to 180 o.

NRICH: Fa ctormul ti pl e cha i ns

KM: Fa rey Sequences

Vi saua
KM: Long mul ti pl i ca ti on KM:
templ
te l i s i ng 3D
s ha pes

KM: Pa i rs i n s qua res .
Prove the res ul ts
a l gebra i ca l l y.

KM: Extend the i dea
of Era tos thenes '
s i eve to a 12 by 12

KM: Deci ma l orderi ng
ca rds 2

KM: Di vi di ng (l ots )

KM: Expl ori ng pri mes
a cti vi ti es : Arti s ti c
Era tos thenes s i eve

KM: Ma ths to Infi ni ty:
Fra cti ons , deci ma l s
a nd percenta ges

KM: Us e number
KM: Fi bona cci ’s
pa tterns to devel op
KM: Intera cti ve l ong di vi s i on
di s a ppea ri ng s qua res the mul ti pl yi ng out of
bra ckets

NRICH: The Moons of
Vuvv

KM: Ma ths to Infi ni ty:
Di rected numbers

KM: Mi s pl a ced poi nts

NRICH: Round a nd
round the ci rcl e

NRICH: Grea ter tha n
or l es s tha n?

KM: Spi ders a nd
KM: Ma ths to Infi ni ty: Mul
KM:
tiInvestigate
pl yi ng a‘Platonic
nd di viSolids’
di ng s na kes . See the
‘cl oudi ng the pi cture’
a pproa ch

NRICH: Counti ng cogs
KM: Expl ori ng pri mes
a cti vi ti es : Fa ctors of
s qua re numbers ;
Mers enne pri mes ;
LCM s equence; n² a nd
(n + 1)²; n² a nd n² + n;
n² + 1; n! + 1; n! – 1; x2
+ x +41
KM: Us e the method
of Era tos thenes '
s i eve to i denti fy
pri me numbers , but
on a gri d 6 a cros s by
17 down i ns tea d.
Wha t do you noti ce?
KM: Squa re number
puzzl e
KM: Hi s tory a nd
Cul ture: Gol dba ch’s
Conjectures

KM: Tes s el l a ti ng Tes s KM: Al gebra rul es

KM: Unra vel l i ng di ce

KM: Al gebra orderi ng
ca rds

NRICH: Ci nema Probl em NRICH: Ma ki ng s pi ra l s KM: Ma ths to Infi ni ty:
Bra ckets

KM: Division in a ratio and
checking spreadsheet

length, distance, mass, weight,
volume, capacity, metre,
centimetre, millimetre, tonne,
kilogram, gram, milligram, litre,
millilitre, hour, minute, second,
inch, foot, yard, pound, ounce,
pint, gallon, line segment, angle,
degrees, right angle, acute,
obtuse, reflex, protractor,
vertically opposite, geometry,
geometrical

KM: Sorti ng uni ts

KM: Sti ck on the Ma ths :
Percenta ge i ncrea s es a nd
decrea s es

NRICH: Ins pector
Remors e

KM: Equa bl e s ha pes
(for both 2D a nd 3D
s ha pes )

KM: Approxi ma ti ng
ca l cul a ti ons

KM: Li nes

KM: Sti ck on the
Ma ths HD6: Gra phs
a nd di a gra ms

KM: Tri a ngl e
ta kea wa y

KM: Sti ck on the
Ma ths : CALC6:
Checki ng s ol uti ons

KM: Movi ng hous e

NRICH: Ma tch the
Ma tches

KM: Tra ns forma ti ons :
Bop It?

NRICH: Gra phi ng
Number Pa tterns

KM: Cl a s s of ri ce

KM: Dynamic Autograph files:
Reflection, Rotation, Translation

NCETM: A l i ttl e bi t of
hi s tory (Bri ta i n s i nce
1945)

KM: Ma ths to Infi ni ty:
FDPRP

KM: Growi ng pa tterns

KM: Another l ength

KM: Ma ths to Infi ni ty: FDPRP

KM: Sti ck on the
Ma ths : Ra ti o a nd
proporti on

NRICH: Shi fti ng ti mes
ta bl es

KM: Mea s uri ng s pa ce

KM: Percenta ge methods

Learning review

NRICH: Toa d i n the
hol e

NRICH: Odds a nd
evens a nd more
evens

KM: Another ca pa ci ty

KM: Mi xed numbers : mi xed
a pproa ches

KM: 7M3 BAM Ta s k

NRICH: Mi xi ng
l emona de

KM: Sti ck on the
Ma ths : Uni ts

NRICH: Woul d you ra ther?

KM: Sti ck on the
Ma ths : Area a nd
Vol ume

KM: Autogra ph
tra ns forma ti ons

KM: Cons tructi ng pi e
cha rts

NRICH: Food cha i ns

NRICH: Tempera ture

NRICH: Keep i t s i mpl e

KM: Ma ths to Infi ni ty:
Area a nd Vol ume

KM: Sti ck on the
Ma ths SSM7:
Tra ns forma ti ons

KM: Ma ths to Infi ni ty:
Avera ges , Cha rts a nd
Ta bl es

NRICH: Tra y ba ke

KM: Ma ths to Infi ni ty:
Li nes a nd a ngl es

NRICH: Egypti a n fra cti ons

NRICH: Ca n They Be
Equa l ?

NRICH:
NRICH: Pi cturi ng the
Tra ns forma ti on Ga me Worl d

NRICH: Rod fra cti ons

NRICH: Funny fa ctori s a tiNRICH:
on
Cut nets

NRICH: Your number
is …

NRICH: Ma ki ng
cuboi ds

NRICH: Cros s ed ends

KM: Sti ck on the
Ma ths : Angl es

NRICH: The greedy a l gori thm

NRICH: Number pyramids and
More number pyramids

NRICH: Skel eton

KM: Spi ders a nd
s na kes . The exa mpl e
i s for a n unknown on
both s i des but the
s a me i dea ca n be
us ed.

perimeter, area, volume,
capacity, surface area, square,
rectangle, parallelogram,
triangle, trapezium (trapezia),
polygon, cube, cuboid, square
millimetre, square centimetre,
square metre, square kilometre,
cubic centimetre, centimetre
cube, formula, formulae, length,
breadth, width, height, depth

NRICH: Qui nce, quonce,
KM: Surfa ce a rea
qua nce
NRICH: Wei ghi ng the
ba by

NRICH: Cha rti ng
Succes s

NRICH: Tri a ngl e
probl em

NRICH: Fra cti ons ji gs a w

KM: Investigate exploring Pi
(ratio of the circumference to
the diameter)

NRICH: Squa re
probl em

NRICH: Countdpwn fra cti ons

NRICH: Fa ctors a nd
mul ti pl es

KM: Sha pe work: Ma ny
of the a cti vi ti es a re
s ui ta bl e for thi s uni t.

NRICH: Two tri a ngl e
probl em

NRICH: Powers a nd
roots

NRICH: Qua dri l a tera l s

NRICH: M, M a nd M

KM: 6 point circles, 8 point
circles and 12 point circles can
be used to support and extend
the above idea

NRICH: The Wi s dom
of the Crowd

NRICH: Long mul ti pl i ca tiKM:
on Investigate ‘Tessellations’

NRICH: Where Are
They?
KM: Sha pe work
(s el ected a cti vi ti es )
KM: Rota ti ona l
s ymmetry
NRICH: Notes on a
tri a ngl e
KM: Eul er’s formul a
KM: Vi s ua l i s i ng 3D
s ha pes
KM: Dotty a cti vi ti es :
Sha pes on dotty
pa per
KM: Wha t's s peci a l
a bout qua dri l a tera l s ?
Cons tructi ng
qua dri l a tera l s from
di a gona l s a nd
s umma ri s i ng res ul ts .
KM: Inves ti ga ti ng
pol ygons . Ta s ks one
a nd two s houl d be
ca rri ed out wi th
i rregul a r pol ygons .
NRICH: Property cha rt
NRICH: Qua dri l a tera l s
ga me

KM: Ma ths to Infi ni ty:
Avera ges
KM: Ma ths to Infi ni ty:
Avera ges , Cha rts a nd
Ta bl es
KM: Sti ck on the
Ma ths HD4: Avera ges

